Angie and Lee
Thank you for considering our profile in this difficult time, and giving us a chance
to be the parents that we have always wanted to be.

Us in our back yard

We met in Victoria in 2005 where we
dated for thee years. Then in 2009, we
had the wedding of our dreams on the
beach in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. As of
this writing we have been married for
eight and half years, in that time we
have explored many common interests
that we would like share such as music,
camping, gardening and pet care. Our
friendship has only grown over the
many years and road trips we have
taken together and we feel our love is
big enough for another.

Both of us have supportive families that are in close proximity and share our excitement at the
prospect of an adopted child. Each of us grew up in house holds where family dinners and
discussion were an important tradition that we will continue. We have always discuss adoption
as a viable way to start our family, but upon the discovery of Angie’s infertility, it became our
favorite option.

About Angie by Lee
Angie is single-handedly the most caring person I
have ever know. No life is too small or insignificant;
all share an equal plane in the eyes of this
wonderful woman. As a prime example of this, she
works in a nursing home where she cares for the
elderly. She often says that her happiest moments
are when she is being called “Auntie”.
Angie on the lake

About Lee by Angie
Lee is a telecommunications technologist. His job
allows him both to support the fun loving lifestyle
that we share and the flexibility to make time for
what is important. Lee has a very creative, patient
and open personality that leads to an interest in
many hobbies. He is a very loving husband and
uncle.

Lee skateboarding

Our Home
We own a townhouse in Maple Ridge that has a fenced
yard with a vegetable garden and grass that plays host to
many a BBQ for friends and family. Our home is steps away
from an elementary school and in a neighborhood that is a
wash in parks, pools, lakes and beaches that we frequent
often.

Openness

Figure 1: Tilda and Calisto

In the interest of the child’s welfare, we are willing to
discuss any level of openness with you or other members of the birth family. We believe that a
connection to ones roots, both biological and cultural, is important in the development of the
child.

Thanks for taking the time to get
to know us.
Best of Luck.
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